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Griggs: Early British Christianity

early british christianity
C wilfred griggs

inasmuch as jesus told his disciples to go into all nations and
make disciples through preaching and baptism matt 2819 20
it is obvious that the limited picture of the growth of the early
church drawn in the book of acts does not portray the complete
fulfillment of that commandment even the full title appended to
acts of the apostles
many early manuscripts of that writing
is misleading since the first half of acts emphasizes the ministry of
the apostles peter and john while the last half is devoted entirely
to paul geographically the church is portrayed in acts as moving
from jerusalem northward to antioch and westward through asia
minor to greece and rome culminating in pauls arrival in the
capital city to appeal his case in the court of caesar two questions
arise both from lukes observable selectivity in his account and
from the equally observable omission of other presumably available material what were the other apostles doing to fulfill jesus
commandment to preach in all nations and in which countries
was the christian faith most successfully established of related
interest would be information concerning particular obstacles that
christian missionaries faced in different countries such as the
intellectual and moral challenges paul faced in athens and corinth
Juda izing problems that occurred especially in galatia
or the judaizing
some may be skeptical that reliable information relating
to these questions can be found perhaps even feeling that if there
were materials available they would already have been included in
the bible or at least widely known in point of fact however
such materials as are available are not widely known outside
scholarly circles in addition to a few lists of apostolic missions
such as the partial one found in eusebius the best known sources
are apocryphal texts such as the acts of thomas but neither of
these sources enjoys a good reputation for authenticity among
scholars although 1I will not treat these legends in detail the reader
is cautioned not to dismiss them too quickly for there is growing
awareness of historical realities underlying some tales previously
I
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considered mythical of which the most famous example is the
homeric iliad fortunately for christian materials generally
discounted as legendary there often are other resources available
that bear on the subject embedded in patristic texts are numerous
gems relating to the early spread and history of the church in
diverse parts of the roman empire additionally archaeological
artifacts often provide surprising evidence for a more widespread
dispersion of the christian faith at an earlier time than might be
expected in this essay I1 will treat one example of the spread of
christianity in the roman world namely the evidence for early

british christianity
before turning to the advent of the christian church into
britain however one should consider briefly the romanization of
britain in order to establish the conditions of travel and language
which early missionaries would face in proselyting there the first
invasion of britain by romans was led by julius caesar who made
two successive forays across the channel from his headquarters in
gaul in 55 and 54 BC while these military exploits did not result
immediately in permanent occupation or the establishment of
formal relationships between britain and rome caesar did take
hostages and assign taxes but there is no evidence of follow
through on an official or regular basis the initial contact had been
made that would lead in time to plans for a full scale invasion
and occupation of the island before the well known conquest of
britain by claudius in AD 43 each culture increased in awareness
of and contact with the other wine jars high quality pottery
furniture glass metal wares and ivory are among the items that
made their way from roman businessmen into britain in the
century between caesar and claudius in addition to giving a more
detailed description of britain than could have been acquired from
caesara
caesars
Cae sars limited travels there strabo lists the following products of
the island grain cattle gold silver iron animal hides slaves and
hunting dogs 2 all the preceding are included among the exports to
rome and her subjects strabo further notes that in the time of
augustus many british chieftains had succeeded by their friendship and agreements in making britain virtually roman property
even without a military invasion 3 beyond the wares typical of a
thriving import export business 1I A richmond mentions two
items of notable interest found in the essex area and dating from the
first century AD
lexden
leaden near
colchester was found a carefully mounted medallion of augustus
amid the burnt remains of

a princely cremation at

which had been cast on to the pyre with other particularly valued
possessions of the dead nobleman the mounting is roman and the
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whole object is evidently a special present from the roman world and
of official import precisely comparable with the portrait of king or
queen treasured by a paramount chief no less remarkable is the little
portrait bust of the emperor gaius caligula from colchester
nobody valued the memory of this mad and capricious ruler after his
death and the bust acquires meaning only as a contemporary token
of regard by a philo roman notable at a time when roman intervention was fully expected 4

in addition to the exchange of material goods juvenal
pleaders
plenders
ders
asserted that eloquent gaul has trained british advocates plea
of causes 5 showing that at least by the end of the first century AD
roman culture had penetrated britain by way of gaul
the roman invasion of AD 43 under the direction of the
emperor claudius thus formalized what had already been occurring for nearly a century the subjugation of britain both materially
and culturally to the status of a province in the roman empire
although pacification of the island except a portion of wales as
far north as chester was accomplished within a quarter of a century
the most imposing monument to the romanization of britain was
built from c AD 122 to c AD 128 during the reign of the emperor
hadrian namely the wall built from newcastle to wallsend the
wall makes a physical statement that peace and unity south of
scotland were sufficiently well established by the beginning of the
second century to necessitate a barrier against the threat of disruption or intervention from the north
the purpose for tracing here even in this cursory fashion the
early romanization of britain relates to a possible suggestion that
perhaps christian missionaries or converts were confined to the
roman empire in their proselyting activities during the first
century or centuries of christianity even were one to grant such
a suggestion a point not proven in any way it does not preclude
the introduction of christianity into britain at a very early date
clearly by the early second century if not before most of britain
belonged to the world protected by roman law custom and other
necessary amenities
some legends exist relating to visits to britain by paul
and also by joseph of arimathea whose staff is said to have
Glaston bury in somerset but they are considered
taken root at glastonbury
without foundation by modem scholars paul did indicate a
desire to visit spain in his epistle to the romans 1524 and
clement of rome stated at the end of the first century AD that
paul was a herald both in the east and in the west
he taught
righteousness to all the world and when he had reached the limits
of the west he gave his testimony before the rulers 1166 there is
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nothing in either source to argue for a british visit but some
disagreement has been voiced about what constituted the limits of
the west without further evidence the matter cannot be decided
and the historicity of such early visits cannot be argued beyond
personal feelings and beliefs there is at present no historical
evidence to support or refute the legend surrounding joseph of
Ari
arimatheas
matheas visit to britain
the british ecclesiastical historian the venerable bede
c 673 735 records the arrival of christianity to britannia
through a certain lucius king of the britons who wrote to
igi
1611 requesting baptism into the
Eleu therus pope of rome in c AD 16
eleutherus
christian faith 7 there is no account relating how the king heard of
christianity and most modem commentators dismiss the entire
story as fiction lack of evidence prevents further consideration
here of the matter
at the opposite end of the temporal spectrum for the arrival
of christianity in britain is the position taken by many including
J R green in his short history of the english people only four
volumes long in which the founding of the christian faith in
england occurs in 597 with the arrival of augustine from rome to
establish monastic christianity at canterbury if the legends of the
early visits from the apostolic era must be dismissed for lack of
evidence the augustinian founding must be likewise rejected
because of considerable evidence that christianity was well established in britain before his time
if the precise date of the arrival of christianity in britain
cannot be ascertained some evidences provide a terminus ad quern
for its presence there tertullian writing against the jews from
carthage in the late second century gives a list of countries in
which christianity is established and he includes britannia et
sundita
subdita
dita
Britannorum
britannorum
britannorurn inaccessa romanis loca christo vero sub
places of the british not visited by the romans are subjected to the
true christ 8 charles thomas argues that such an assertion cannot
possibly be taken at face value since no church father in sunny
carthage could know or be concerned with such details in distant
borderlands of the roman empire 9 tertullian is thus refuted not
by substantive evidence or rational discourse but by the incredulity
of a modem author who cannot accept an ancient testimony if it is
out of harmony with his own reconstruction of the past
A near contemporary of tertullian origen likewise makes
mention in his writings of the advent of christianity in the land of
britannia not so much arguing for it as simply accepting it as an
accomplished fact 10 however unsatisfactory to some therefore
the literary evidence from carthage and alexandria caesarea
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clearly acknowledges a considerable christian presence in britain
by c AD 200
the great persecutions of christianity in the roman empire
from the reign of decius to that of diocletian would most likely
have made martyrs of some christians in britain and the most
famous of these is albanus bedes account of st albans martyrVeru lamium is taken from earlier records including those
dom at verulamium
Cons tantius life of germanus and perhaps others now
of constantius
unknown and places that martyrdom with those of aaron and
11
11
in
in
303
persecution
the
of
diocletian
at
lucias chester
but thomas argues against the diocletian setting he reasons that
martyr doms in the persecution of decius 250 5 11
if one places the martyrdoms
or that of valerian 257 59 the loss of names and details would
have occurred more naturally in a two century period than in the
shorter time of a century and a half 12 there is also implied in his
argument for the earlier date a more visible christian presence in
britain by at least the early third century
archaeological evidence relating to british christianity in the
third century or earlier is not overwhelming or uncontested but one
noteworthy example appears beyond dispute in 1868 a word
square or acrostic was found scratched in rustic capitals on a
fragment of red wall plaster from a roman house at cirencester
Ciren cester
Corini um reading rotasloperaltenetarepolsator
coronium
rotas 10per altenetlarepolsator and genercorinium
ally translated the sower arepo
areco holds the wheels carefully 1111313
the discovery that the letters of the acrostic could be formed into a
paternoster
ofpater
noster with an alpha and omega A and 0
cross composed of
before and after each pater noster was made in 1926 by felix
grosser 14 and toynbee concludes from an analysis of the evidence
relating to this famous discovery that its appearance on our roman
plaster fragment would seem to attest although it cannot absolutely prove the presence of christians in the romano british city
Corini um in the third or even in the second century 15
coronium
of corinium
ic persecution of the christians that
during the diocletianic
Diocletian
Cons tantius who was the reigning
broke out on 23 february 303 constantius
augustus over the areas of gaul spain and britain refused to carry
out persecutions against christians living in his domain although
he did allow churches to be destroyed 16 while there is no way of
determining how many of the destroyed churches were in britain
rather than spain or gaul some demolition must have occurred on
the island for one of
ofconstantines first acts after acceding to power
constantines
Cons tantius on 25 july 306
at york after the death of his father constantius
was to end formally the persecution of christians including the
destruction of their buildings in his realm and to restore status and
privileges to the church 17 endless debates have failed to answer
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the question of constantines own conversion or that concerning
early family contacts with christianity but his role as benefactor
and protector of the christians is beyond doubt the action taken at
york on behalf of christians could not fail to have been politically
beneficial in britain as well as in gaul and spain since the army of
his father proclaimed constantine as emperor in britain and he
ruled for some time from there 18
the second decade of the fourth century not only brought a
cessation of the great persecution of christianity a peace led by
constantine and begun in britain but also introduced the age of
the church councils called under the authority of the emperor
among the earliest of which was the council of aries
arles held in
314 19 among the thirty three bishops present at the council were
Resti tutus of london and
eborius of york restitutus
three from britain eberius
Ad elphius of either lincoln or colchester 20 athanasius affirms
adolphius
adelphius
berdica
that bishops from britain also participated in the council of serdica
held in october 342 21 although he does not specify them by
name or particular location in his earlier list of names of the
participants 22 an unspecified number of british bishops also
tantius to assemble
attended the synod called by the emperor Cons
constantius
Ari minum in 359 sulpicius
Sulpicius severus in his account of the
at ariminum
council states that provisions and lodging were to be provided for
all the bishops but that the bishops from aquitania gaul and
britain refused to accept public assistance all except three of the
british bishops who because of personal poverty took advantage
of the emperors offer 23
apart from the multiple references confirming the presence
of sufficient numbers of christians in britain during the first half of
the fourth century to justify organizing them into separate dioceses
each presided over by a bishop toynbee writes nothing is known
of the cathedrals of the three british bishops who attended the
addes at york london and probably colchester or of
ardes
council of arles
aries
Ari minum
those of the bishops who went to the council of ariminum
toynbee suggests however that such cathedral churches did exist
throughout the province and were either destroyed completely or
perhaps still await discovery 24 athanasius makes reference to the
churches in britain in a letter written to the emperor jovian soon
after his accession in 363 in which the exiled bishop assures the
emperor that nearly all churches in christendom have assented to
21
the nicene creed including those of britain 25
the claim is clearly
exaggerated at least when he claims that the eastern churches of
egypt syria cappadocia etc are also overwhelmingly supportive of the nicene position one can only wonder if his assertion
relating to britain must be taken at face value or if it is just a
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propaganda claim to strengthen his own position with the new
emperor nevertheless the clear indication seems to be that there
were churches in britain at this period
the archaeology of fourth century britain gives additional
evidence that christianity was established in the province A
certain syagrius who was a dealer in metal during the fourth
16
century used the chi rho monogram as his trademark 26
in the
ingols of pewter have been found
thames near battersea several ingots
70 80 percent tin 20 30 percent lead stamped with his name
followed by the chi rho and either the letters alpha and omega or
27
a christian motto there is hope in god 1127
A rather unusual occurrence of the chi rho monogram was
found in a roman villa at frampton maiden newton some five
was
villa
vii
vil
miles from dorchester in dorset in the dining room of the villaras
villawas
lawas
a tesselated
tess elated pavement decorated with typical scenes of mythology
tesserated
including the head of neptune attended by dolphins A semicircular
extension was later added to the pavement on the side where the
neptune head is and in the center of the extension is a circle in
which was inlaid the chi rho monogram 2288 the natural
explanation for the unusual pavement is that the owner of the villa
was at least nominally converted to christianity and proceeded to
give ac knowledgement to the new god alongside the old in the
decoration of the dining room
the most spectacular christian mosaic from roman britain
was discovered in 1963 at the village of hinton st mary in northern
dorset 29 the mosaic measures slightly more than 28 by 19 feet and
the design resembles that of the frampton mosaic mentioned
Lullingstone the myth of
above in both pavements and also at lullingstone
bellerophon attacking the chimaera is depicted perhaps an allegorical representation of a heavenly warrior warring against evil
and also perhaps connected with the popular legend of st george
10
and the dragon 30
the hinton st mary mosaic is divided into two
portions see accompanying illustrations the smaller containing
the bellerophon roundel in a square flanked by rectangles with
hounds chasing stags and the larger containing a roundel in a
square on three sides of the square are hunting scenes with
hounds chasing stags and a hind and the fourth side contains a large
spreading tree in each comer of the square is a male bust perhaps
representing four gospel authors 31 the roundel in the middle of
the square contains a bust facing east worked with especial care
and very well preserved of a fair haired clean shaven man with
dark rather penetrating eyes he is heavily draped in an inner and
an outer garment tunica and pallium and has the chi rho monogram behind his head and a pomegranate in the field on either side
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of him 32 if as is usually suggested the bust is that of christ the
pomegranates would then represent immortality the tree is the
tree of life and the other scenes represent paradise the major
argument against identifying the bust with christ is the unsuitability of having his picture on the floor where one might step on
it every other aspect of the mosaic especially with the chi rho
behind the head argues for the interpretation suggested above if
so this fourth century mosaic contains the earliest known depiction of christ in britain 33
yet another mosaic from dorset dates from the same period 3431
the general scheme of this mosaic is similar to part of that in hinton
st mary and contains two rings decorated with the chi rho
monogram although the rings are now lost they are known from
drawings made before they disappeared and toynbee suggests that
the same firm may have made all three of the dorset mosaics in the
31
fourth century 35
Lulling stone kent contained a
another roman villa at lullingstone
house church that was destroyed in the early fifth century interestingly the building containing the rooms that were decorated with
date palms and other symbols and used for christian worship and
ritual practices was earlier devoted to pagan worship the excava
tors assert that libations made in votive pots placed before portrait
busts in one room continued through the period of christian activity
in the adjoining rooms making the villa an unusual example of a
site where pagan and christian worship were concurrently prac31
ticed 36
charles thomas raises the question of how to interpret the
mosaics and artwork of these examples pointing out that the
motifs which they show certainly come within the broad description of being mythological but in specific terms they are better
37
described as dionysiac or gnostic 1137
after admitting that pre
constantinian christian art could have gnostic elements he suggests a syncretism of gnosticism and paganism with christianity in
britain 38 if that were the case many more pavements and artifacts
could be added to those listed above in considering the nature of the
christian religion in the fourth century
numerous hoards of silver and pewter ware have been
Had rians
discovered from the southern coast of britain north to hadrians
wall 39 A common element of the hoards is the spoon many of
which are decorated with the chi rho and alpha and omega in the
bowls or handles one such hoard the water newton collection
shire within the
found in 1975 near chesterton huntingdonshire
Huntingdon
roman town of durobrivae contains a wide selection of bowls
dishes jugs cups a strainer plaques and related artifacts from the
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early to middle fourth century 40 thomas argues for community
ownership and usage rather than private for the hoard 41 but the
abundant chi rho and alpha omega decorations prove a wealthy
christian presence whether public or private the plaques however also have pagan votive inscriptions raising again the question
of syncretism or perhaps of dual usage by pagan and christian
Lulling stone churchhouse
as suggested in the lullingstone
church house perhaps pagan
materials were simply taken over and adapted by christian
converts in their own religious services john chandler in a 1978
lecture at dorchester addressed some of the questions raised by
this mingling of christian and pagan symbols

the very existence of these objects suggests a notion of christianity
current in britain which would have horrified the church leaders on
the continent but would their horror have been greater than that
inspired by a picture of christs head on a mosaic floor in a place
where worshippers
wor shippers apart house servants with brooms and mops
could hardly avoid the act of sweeping and rinsing our lords
image42
image 42

the most impressive hoard yet discovered in britain is the one
found near mildenhall suffolk in 1942 and presently housed in the
british museum there are thirty four pieces in the collection of
which the most beautiful object to survive from roman britain
is a silver dish measuring nearly two feet in diameter and weighing
41
more than eighteen pounds 43
the artwork of the pieces includes a
mixture of pagan and christian motifs including the chi rho and
alpha omega designs found elsewhere but painter argues against
the treasures having any specifically religious purpose the date
odthe
of the fourth century and painter
given to the hoard is the middle ofthe
suggests that it may have belonged to a roman general named
Lupi cinus who had been sent to britain to quell barbarian revolts
lupicinus
because many of the pieces were perhaps made in gaul and italy
their existence in britain among a generals personal belongings
may not be indicative of british christianity as such the hypothesis concerning lupicinuss ownership of the treasure is unproved
however and the presence of such wealth in fourth century britain
is eloquent proof that not all christians living in the province
whether native or foreign were impoverished
in addition to artifacts relating to the life and wealth of
christians living in roman britain there are numerous tombstones
that can likely be ascribed to christians according to R G
ingwood ordinary roman tombstones contain the formula
collingwood
coll
which is often though
ibus to the divine departed
manibus
Man
dis manibug
hie lacet here
hic
not always replaced by the christian epithet hic
lies furthermore while pagan tombstones usually reckon the
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age of the deceased in years months and days christian epitaphs
take a certain pride in ignoring detail and use the formula plus
minus more or less in giving the age 44
of considerable interest to the present inquiry and in addition to the tombstones are observations relating to burial alignments in roman british cemeteries the author has been
excavating a large necropolis in egypt for some years and had
observed a shift in burial alignment which corresponding with
other data implied that the shift occurred with the arrival of
christianity in that region similarly the excavation of a cemetery
Lank hills winchester revealed some noteworthy characterat lankhills
istics in grave alignments
first cemeteries where graves were aligned in an orderly manner
perhaps on a topographical feature were much more common in the
fourth century than before thus none of the sites in table 38 dating
from that period was completely unordered whereas two of the three
cemeteries of predominately earlier date guilden morden and
Trentholme
trentholme drive definitely were second graves with their heads
to the west seem to have been comparatively normal in the fourth
century and rare if not unknown before thus whereas none of the
Ciren cester had a
fourth century cemeteries in table 38 apart from cirencester
substantial number of graves with heads other than to the west it is
hard to point to any definitely second or third century burials that
were so aligned it can be concluded that east west alignment was
prevalent in the fourth century however it never became ubiquiCiren cester gloucester radies and
tous as the cemeteries at cirencester
15
Margid
Margi dunum
unurn demonstrate 45
margidunurn
margidunum
margl

and again
although pagan cemeteries of an early date seem to have been
aligned in any direction sub roman christian churches and cemeteries in britain were almost invariably orientated fourth century
Pound bury camp dorchester
and apparently christian graves at poundbury
cs also had their heads to the
lines
dorset and possibly at ancaster Lin
west 46

thomas takes issue with the macdonald interpretation of the
evidence at Lankhills
lankhills asserting that since it is most dubious that
at that date c 300 320 the church was necessarily strong enough
to influence the layout of a cemetery like Lankhills
lankhills in which pagans
were and would continue to be buried one can look for alternative
causes following philip rahtz thomas argues that it is possible
that an imperial sun cult did have sufficiently powerful status in
13 to account for east west burial orientation with the
britain after 3 13
head to the west 47 syncretism would permit christian adaptation
and continuation of such a custom after its introduction by a sun
cult but no evidence is given or available in the sources or the
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archaeological evidence to demonstrate such a fourth century
surge in the imperial sun cult especially in the province where
constantine first declared an imperial cessation of the persecution
of christians alignment of graves is not conclusive evidence
of christianity by itself but in the Lankhills
lankhills study it does provide
the most economical interpretation of the excavation data the
same can be said at the authors egyptian excavation the popular
opinion among scholars is that christianity did not arrive in
strength in egypt until the end of the second century but the 180
degree shift in burial alignment from head east to head west with
christian symbols on burial clothing etc occurs in burials dating
to no later than the end of the first century there are no known
explanations to account for such a major cultural change at that
time except for the influence of christianity and the popular
wisdom may have to give way to a new hypothesis similarly in
britain perhaps the strength of christianity in that province by the
early fourth century has been underestimated because of a lack of
overwhelming evidence supporting an alternate view in point of
fact while one can argue that the relative paucity of christian
artifacts dated to the fourth century in britain argues for limited
numbers of christians living there A R bum argues against taking
such a aview
view
in short christianity was the dominant religion of the empire during
the last hundred years of roman government in britain and yet
traces of it among the roman british remains are few this has often
caused surprise but it would cease to do so if it were realized how
very few roman inscriptions of any kind remain from britain in this
period if fourth century had been one quarter as common as second
century or severan inscriptions christianity would have left its
mark 48

the evidence

available through much of the fourth century
portrays a widespread but not well defined christianity in britain
the lack of definition is due both to the nonexistence of written
records from the province either biblical or patristic and to the
syncretistic nature of the archaeological evidence Is the syncretism due to christian converts who continued to use pagan symbols
in a purely decorative sense alongside the now exclusively mean
inggul
ingful symbols of their new faith or were gnostic and pagan
elements woven into the fabric of newly acquired religious beliefs
whatever ones response it is impossible to substantiate the view
of
ofathanasius
athanasius in his letter to jovian that the british churches were
all supportive of the nicene creed with the additional implication
that they were theologically harmonious with the churches of gaul
41
or italy 49
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nicaean
theological issues besides the ones considered at nicaea
continued to emerge and be defined in terms of orthodoxy and

heresy especially during the fourth and fifth centuries one such
subject was free will and grace and one of the key figures in the
debate was pelagius after whom the so called pelagian heresy was
named pelagius was bom in britain in c 354 and was probably
10
educated in the southeastern portion of the province 50
apparently
both wealthy and intelligent pelagius went to rome in the 380s to
study law 51 and a few years later he decided to devote himself to
the church rather than continue in legal practice 52 during his
fifteen or so years of preaching in rome to AD 410 pelagius is
not known to have encountered any ecclesiastical opposition
although he did read augustines
Augu stines confessions with repugnance for
augustinas
that authors dismal portrayal of mans moral helplessness and
utter dependence on gods grace in the struggle against evil
pelagius taught that it was inconceivable that god could have
placed men in the world without giving them both the capacity to
understand his purpose and the power to carry it out 53
the sack of rome in 410 by alaric caused pelagius among
others to leave rome and he journeyed to africa and then to
palestine jerome who was living at bethlehem began to write his
commentary on jeremiah in c 414 but by then was distracted by
jeromes
the arrival and teachings of pelagius 54 despite geromes
Je romes discomfiture concerning pelagiuss
Pelagi uss teachings on mans free will and his
charges that jerome had both depreciated marriage too vehemently
and also was not so free from origenist doctrines as he claimed two
Dio spolis failed to
councils of palestinian bishops in jerusalem and diospolis
find anything wrong with the doctrines of pelagius even after
examining the briton in person 55 one of pelagiuss
Pelagi uss followers
caelestius had remained in africa when the teacher went to
palestine and while in africa was condemned by a council of
16
african bishops in 412 for his teachings 56
it was soon afterward
that augustine attacked the newly defined heresy in many
tractates because pelagius raised problems relating to origenism
jeromes
Jeromes past and manichaeism in Augu
in geromes
augustinas
augustines
stines past evans
suggests that he appears upon the scene of controversy in the
second decade of the fifth century as a representative to the two
great catholic doctors of still troublesome issues belonging to their
own theological past to be behind the times was part of pelagius
57
lamentable fate 1157
Pelagi uss own theology has been summarized by evans as an
pelagiuss
attempt to be an orthodox theologian of the catholic church and
to be known as such and to define mans nature his relationship
51
to god and his moral obligation 58
with regard to mans nature
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pelagius denied any doctrine of original sin understood as the
transmission of sin through procreation and further stated that no
man can be said to be guilty except for a deed which proceeds from
19 As
to god pelagius taught that the
his own individual will 59
eternal son consubstantial with the father assumes human nature
in both body and soul and endures the condemnation of death that
is due to men because of their sins the death which he undergoes
is not due to him both because as man he is without sin and because
1160
60
he is the creator of the universe 5160
christ is both revealer and
example for man and the benefit of the redeeming death of christ
christians receive as the forgiveness of sins in the sacrament of
baptism grace in this sense justifies the ungodly and makes him to
61
mans moral obligation is thus to follow the
be without sin 1161
example of christ and be fortified through the revelation of christ
so as to become sinless and thus be saved by the proper exercise of
61
his free will 62
Pelagi uss emphasis on mans free will and the
pelagiuss
potential to become sinless were especially denounced by his
61
detractors 63
just how or when this heresy reached britain is not at all
certain but since pelagius never returned to his homeland it must
have been found there before his time or taken to the province by
some of his followers some slight evidence is thought to exist for
the presence of pelagian thinking in britain by the beginning of the
ius wrote in liber de laude sanctorum I1
fifth century for victricius
Victric
that his fellow bishops in gaul had asked him to go to britain
and make peace although the nature of the dispute was not spelled
out 64 pelagius was not attacked for his beliefs until the second
decade of the century and even then two councils in palestine
found him innocent of heresy so it is unlikely that a visit to britain
by the bishop ofroven
of roven in the first decade of the century would have
been for the purpose of refuting a heresy which was as yet
undefined and not under attack elsewhere
there is no question that pelagianism was popular in britain
by the early part of the fifth century however and after it was
defined as heretical by such leading figures as jerome and
augustine one would expect it to be attacked by ecclesiastical
leaders in an attempt to exert dominance over churches and
thus establish their particular brand of orthodoxy throughout
christendom the attack was launched in 429 led by germanus
auxerre
the bishop of
ofauxerre in gaul who went to britain in response to a
dauxerre
61
request by a legation made up of non pelagian british christians 65
the gallic bishop made four trips to britain to assist in eradicating
the heresy and in the late fifth century account of germanus
Cons tantius of lyon there is no doubt that the mission
written by constantius
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was to reclaim heretics rather than convert the heathen 66
of aquitaine
Aqui taine is even more forceful in his description of events
stating that pope celestine on the suggestion of deacon palladius
sent germanus to britain as his personal representative to confound the heretics and lead the british into the catholic faith 67
germanuss
Germanuss efforts were not very successful and in 431 the pope
sent palladius himself to britain after consecrating him as the first
68
bishop to the irish christians 1168
by implanting catholic ecclesiastical leaders in an area heavily populated by heretics much as in the
case of
ofdemetrius going to egypt to establish catholic christianity
demetrius
in 193 the pope attempted to establish a foothold for the catholic
faith and extend its influence in areas where alternate versions of
the faith prevailed germanus planned to augment the catholic
presence in britain by sending patrick as a priest in the care of a
senior priest but when word arrived that palladius had died patrick
was consecrated bishop in his place patrick himself acknowledged
that his appointment was approved over considerable opposition
69
by a synod of british bishops 1169
the attempt to establish catholicism as the faith in britain
was continuing well over a century later for in 596 pope gregory
the great sent augustine then prior of st andrews monastery
in rome to found the church in england again one is reminded
of egypt where a similar attempt by demetrius was still in proc
process
ess
well over a century later when athanasius made numerous attempts
to wear down the overwhelming local opposition to his episcopacy arriving in kent in 597 augustine was quite successful and
soon returned to aries
arles to be consecrated bishop of canterbury for
many this new founding is considered the real establishment of
the christian faith in britain but to make such an assertion is to
ignore more than three centuries of well attested christianity in
that land
during the latter portion of that period with the withdrawal
of the roman military and apparent breakdown of roman governmental apparatus during the anglo saxon invasions there is little
record of association between the church on the continent of
europe and the church in the british isles when contact was
renewed at the beginning of the seventh century the irish and the
britons were found to have certain peculiarities of ecclesiastical
organization and religious practice that marked them off from their
continental brethren and which have led some modem writers to
1171
5570
70
designate them the celtic church 5571
the noted peculiarities were in all likelihood the remnants
of the christian faith that had been established long before the
coming of the new faith myres proposes a rather novel theory
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that in the deteriorating social world of the roman empire
pelagianism with its emphasis on free will and moral obligations
for man was at least partially responsible for throwing off the
roman yoke of authority in the fifth century 71 there is ancient
Zosimus a fifth century
historical support for his position in zosimus
historian and government administrator who wrote a history of the
roman empire this well regarded writer states that the people
living on the british island and some of the celtic tribes had
revolted from the rule of the romans and were subsisting on their
own and after donning armor they were fighting for themselves
and had freed their cities from the attacking barbarians 72 the
removal of the political yoke with its accompanying ecclesiastical
yokefellow was not entirely successful however for the ecclesiastical harness would again be placed upon britain within a few
centuries and would remain for nearly a millennium until its
removal in the british reformation
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